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Tu ey Trail ridge desiped by five SIDE students
MAC SWARTZ
Alestle Reporter

There were cheers Saturday
when the ribbon \\ as cut on a
bridge built in a Collinsville park
by Boy Scouts, professional engineers and five SIUE civil engineering students.
The bridge was part of a
senior ass ignment class for civil
engi neering students, but also a
project for Chad Carter, a member of Boy Scout Troop 1039 in
Collinsville whose Scoutmaster
approached civil engineering
professor Ryan Fries for help .
"I got a call from one of our
department steering committee's
indust ry members, a gentleman
who works for Illinois Department of Transpo rtation and
makes sure our department is on
a good track," Fries said. "He is
also a Scoutmaster and one of
his Eagle Scouts needed help designing a bridge."
Fries said this bridge,
named Turkey Trail Bridge, is an
important
addition
to
Willoughby Heritage Farm.
"The park has some other
bridges over this creek. However, this trail has many school
students who come and do tours
and learn about nature," Fries
said. "About 1,200 school kids a
year visit this park and many of
them take that trail for nature
walks. Unfortunately, after it
rains, they can't go that way so
they have to take a longer trail,
which doesn't always work for
younger kids. This allows that
trail to be functional even after
rain events."
Fries worked with the
!DOT worker to identify a local
~, company that would help the
students. The senior assignment

class offered in civil engineering
is "industry-sponsored,'' meaning students work with realworld professional s for all of
their projects .
"The company is mamly
t here to he] p guide [ the stude nts] as if they were a new engineer working," Fries said.

"They giYe them some guidance
as far as 'Look in this book for
the codes, then use this process
to design it.' Then the students
would go off, do t he work,
check each o ther's work, come
back and then the engineer
would review it, and tell them,
'OK, next step: do this."'

The students do not get
paid , however, they do receive
course credit and invaluable experience. T he students h ad the
o pportunity to work side-byside with O ates Associates, Inc.,
a planning and design firm offering civil and structural engineering and architectural services

from concept through construction services, as well as MiTeK,
a large national company n anufacturing connections and wood
trusses mostly for residential and
commercial construction, headBRIDGE
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Clvll engineering professor Ryan Fries and five SIUE students helped design and build the Turkey Trail Bridge In a park In Colllnsvllle. The students designed the

I

bridge as part of their senior assignment class.

Photo by Christian Lee/ Alestle

DeulEX syste1 explores interactive exercise
JORDAN SANER
Alestle Reporter

An SIUE student uses an early version of SIUE alumnus Brian Darrow's DeulEX In the Student Fttness Center.

I Photo courtesy of Brian Derrow

The creation of Deu.lEX is not
only a story of individual innovation, but also one of collective
achievement.
SIUE alumnus Brian Derrow
has been developing a fitness module for stationary exercise equipment known as Deu.lEX during the
past several years. Deu!EX is set up
to be universal amongst stationary
exercise equipment, but is optimized for stationary bikes. The
module is designed to create a
much more interactive environment
for people while they workout.
The program allows users to
virtually explore 3D environments
around the world using Google
Earth. Deu!EX gives users the ability to explore these environments at
their own pace and discretion
through a speed sensor and a joystick.
The faster an individual goes in
reality, the faster he or she moves in
the virtual world. It is Derrow's intention that with satellite imaging
and 3D mapping, users are no
longer focused on how long the
workout is taking, but rather on the

exploration of whatever city in
which he or she is biking.
Installation of Deu.lEX is a relatively simple process, involving
only a CD that will install the appropriate software on a tablet or
PC. The spee.d sensor and joystick
can be attached to the piece of exercise equipment through the use of
Velcro straps included in the package.
While attending SIUE as a
senior, Derrow began the development ofDeu.lEX along with several
friends as part of their senior project. They entered a prototype into
The Other 40, a competition sponsored by SIUE's Collegiate Entrepreneur Organization.
The competition pitches innovative ideas, with start-up money
going to the selected winners.
Deu!EX received second place in
the competition, giving Derrow the
initiative he needed to take his idea
to the next level.
Derrow said it was the support
from the SIUE community that
helped him ultimately produce his
design.
"I was able to work with sevDEULEX
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An officer issued a citation to
Brandon D. Stipes for speeding
44 mph in a 25 mph speed zone.
The offense occurred on Northwest Entrance Road at Lot 11.

Officers responded to a caller requesting immediate response to
the Financial Aid office. A male
was in the office cursing at one
of the workers. He was described as a white male with
dark hair, a beard and wore an
Eagles hat. Officers spoke with
the subject and he left the Financial Aid office.

An officer issued a citation to
Stacy R. Embry, Jr. for speeding
44 mph in a 25 mph speed zone.
The offense occurred on Northwest Entrance Road at Lot 11.

Officers checked the area near
Cougar Village 516, where a
caller reported hearing a gunshot and stated that there was a
crowd of people outside. The officer could not locate the crowd
as well as the noise.

The front desk worker for Bluff
Hall called and stated she saw
Donovan Hooks leave the building right after officers had left.
Officers located him in the
smoking area outside of Bluff
Hall. He was taken to the police
department for questioning and
arrested for unlawful use of

credit cards. He was processed
and transported to Madison
County Jail on a felony hold.

battery. He was transported to
the Madison County Jail.
l 0-4-13

10-3-1 3

An officer issued a citation to
Halley E. Robertson for expired
registration. The offense occurred on South Circle Drive at
South University Drive.

Officers responded to a 911 call
of a domestic battery where the
subject left the area. Todd A.
Willis, Jr. was located and identified by the victim. He was arrested for criminal trespass to
state supported property, interference with a 911 call for domestic in progress and a felony
hold for domestic battery with
prior convictions of domestic

An officer issued a citation to
Melanie K. Daniel for speeding
41 mph in a 25 mph speed zone.
The offense occurred on Northwest Entrance Road at Lot 11.
An officer issued a citation to
Kelsey L. Darr for speeding 44
mph in a 25 mph speed zone.
The offense occurred on Northwest Entrance Road at Lot 11.
An officer issued a citation to
Lucas A. Meyer for speeding 45
mph in a 25 mph speed zone.
The offense occurred on North
University Drive at P3 Road.

10-5- 13

An officer issued a citation to
Jacob K. Syers for speeding 66
mph in a 45 mph speed zone. The
offense occurred on South University Drive near Stadium Drive.

10-6-13
An officer issued a citation to
Michael P. Sievers for driving too
fast for conditions. The offense
occurred at Lot 10.
l 0- 7-1 3

An officer issued a citation to
Austin Argus for speeding 46
mph in a 25 mph speed zone.
The offense occurred on South
University Drive near University Park Drive.

,-,
alestlelive.com

Career Development Center
0281 Student Success Center
618-650-3708
siue.edu/ careerdevelopmentcenter

Mock Interview Day
Tuesday, October 22nd
8:30 am-3:30 pm
Career Development Center

Guest Speakers
Leilani Carver

Sarah Klucker

From First Interview to Promotion:
_Creating a Professional Image

Learn how to enhance your
leadership skills by following
and having fun!

Wednesday, October 15th
6pm-7pm
MUC 2nd Floor Conference Center

Wednesday, October 23rd
6pm-7pm
MUC 2nd Floor Conference Center

Please call to sign up for a Mock Interview Daytime slot or to
~SVP for our Guest Speakers.
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Violent attack in Glen Callon may be mistaken identity
identity.
In the violent struggle that
followed, Wright, with the help
of his wife, disarmed Connor and
used the alleged assailant's own
knife to stab Connor in the throat
and hold him until police arrived.
Connor, 28, of Bridgeview,
was charged Tuesday morning

PAUL HAMPEL
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (MCT)

Robert J. Wright did not recognize the bearded, blond-haired
man who knocked at his front
door in Glen Carbon on Sunday
afternoon, but he was willing to
help him.

'

We're just shaking our heads
at what the outcome could
have been ...
John Lakin
Glen Carbon Police Chief

with two counts of attempted
first-degree murder and two
counts of home invasion. Bail
was set at $1.1 million. He remained in stable condition Tuesday at a St. Louis hospital.
Wright, 35, suffe red stab

Wright's kindness almost
cost him his life. The stranger,
Grant W Connor, used the ruse
of a car breakdown to get the
drop on Wright and attack him
with a knife in what police said
may have been a case of m istaken
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wounds to his head, face and
hands. His wife, Amanda Wright,
33, sustained a cut to her hand.
Both were treated at a hospital
and released.
Two other family members
who were home at the time the couple's 3-year-old daughter
and Amanda Wright's mother were not harmed.
At a news conference Tuesday afternoon, Glen Carbon Police Chief Joho Lakin said
Connor appears to suffer from a
mental illness and did not know

his victims.
Connor's target may have
been another man named Robert
J. Wright; Lakin declined to discuss that individual other than to
say he does not live in this area
and is not in danger.
Connor's motive for the attack is unclear, officials said.
"Fortunately, Mr. Wright
maintained enough fight and will
to subdue this person and protect
his wife and family," Lakin said.
"We're just shaking our heads at
what the outcome could have

been."
Lakin said that his officers
learned
from
police
in
Bridgeview that Connor lived
with his mother. Bridgeview is
about 16 miles southwest of
Chicago.
Connor's mother traveled to
the St. Louis area after the attack
to be with her son, but police
have had little contact with her,
Lakin said. Connor has no
known relatives or friends in the
area, police said.
ATTACK
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SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
Justin Willman, Host of Food Network's Cupcake Wars!
Saturday, October 19, 2013
7:00 PM
MUC Meridian Ballroom
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COMPLETECOURTESY INSPECTION, INCLUDING:

Come check out our inventory!

visual brake inspection; battery, alternator & starter test; suspension &
complete under-car inspection, tire pressure check, top off washer fluid
LIMITED TIME ONLY. GOOD THROUGH 10/31/13
Up to 5 quarts of conventional oil - most cars
COU PON

618-233-2035
2100 N. Belt West
Belleville, IL 62226
www .bellevillehonda.com

.
1111

Motorcycles
Motorscooters
ATV's & MUV's
Parts & Accessories

3903 S. State St., Rt 159 • Glen Carbon, IL
a

~
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1£~
TM MOTORSPORTS INC.

(618) 288-1900
midas@glencarbonmidas.com

MON-FRI

8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

SATURDAY
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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eral different deans and
professors within the
SIUE system from multiple schools, including
the College of Engineering and the School of
Business," Derrow said.
During its development stages, DeulEX
was set up in the Student Fitness Center for a
trial period.
The Director of
Campus
Recreation
Michael Ostrander said
the system received a
good reception during
its stint at the Fitness
Center.
"It was in there for
a month or two, but it
was received well. Normally programs just
show a movie or allow
you to bike through the
mountains, but this is a
m uch more interactive
program," Ostrander
said.
Kara
Derrow,
Brian's sister and current
SIUE student, is in
charge of the marketing
and advertising aspect of
DeulEX. Currently, the
program is attempting
to launch though the use
of Kickstarter.
Kickstarter is an online website that gives
the public the opportu-

Thursday, October 10, 2013

nity to help fund projects such as DeulEX
with no risk. N o money
is collected until the desired level of funding is
reached, and the contributors are guaranteed
to receive their incentives.
Kara Derrow said
tl1e hardest part of the
process is getting the
word out.
''It's really tough
because people may like
the things you say, but
we need others to share
the word and help get it
out. If Kickstarter goes
well, hopefully we will
be able to upgrade to a
2.0 version and keep
moving forward," Kara
Derrow said.
The Kickstarter for
DeulEX is currently underway, and is attempting to launch DeulEX
on Nov. 3. The project
needs to reach
of
$6,000 in o rder to be
funded. There are several different levels of
pledge donations available with different incentives for those who
want to be a part of it.
Information
about
DeulEX can be found at
deulex.com, which contains a link to the
DeulEX's Kickstarter
page.

Jordan Saner can b e reac hed at jsaner@alestlelive.com
or650-3527.

Kora Derrow and Brion Derrow hove been developing DeulEX for several years, and hove now begun a Klckstorter campaign. They hope to
reach $6,000 by Sunday, Nov. 3.
I Photo c ourtesy of Bria n Derrow

UPPER
FUND AWARDS 2013
UNITED STATES
BEST OVERALL
..ARGE FUND
COMPANY
The Lipper Award
s based on a review

of 36 comp mes'
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pe-torrriance

Outcc;mes
· ThatMatter
Retirement can last 30 years or more.
We can get you through each one.
Get started at TIAA.org/plan.

Consider investment obJectives,
rrs s. charges and expenses
carefully before investing. Go to
tiaa-cref.org tor product and
fund prospectuses that contain
this and o her mforma ·on. Read
careful y before investing.
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it's going over a small stream, so
the materials have to be resistant
to water, and there is no way to
bring steel beams back there because of its location in the park,"
Fries said.

pg. 1

guartered in St. Louis.
Class consultant Brad Cross
said the students did not have
much time to lose with execut-

About 1, 200 school kids a
year visit this park and many
of them take that trail ...
Ryan Fries
Civil engineering professor
ing the project.
"[The students] had to work
fast to get e\·erything done in
the course of a semester," Cross
said.
"The students learned about
[ the project] when they came
into the first dav of class, and
then, by th..: end of the semester,
it had to be ready to go."
Fries worked with Carter to
submit a proposal for funding to
the SIUE Foundation. The
Meridian Society, which helps
fund community projects, offered the team $2,750, which
funded a little more than half of
the bridge.
The bridge is a 10-footwide pedestrian bridge spanning
about 20 feet.
When designing the bridge,
the students had several proposals including a steel option, a
concrete option and a timber option.
"The difficult part with the
materials for this bridge is that

Because of this, the students
designed what is called a Parallam beam, which is a resin and
wood combination to resist
water.
The students did not help
much with the building part.
Their job was to design it; however, they still had a hand in the
grunt work.
"It was a lot of hard work
going in, mixing the concrete,
wheel-barrowing it over, making
_sure it's formed up," Fries said.
The hard work paid off with
the bridge's completion this summer.
Carter is pleased as well with
definite bragging rights for having a hand in such a big project.
"That's a pretty big project
for an Eagle Scout project," Fries
said.

ATTACK
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Connor apparently arrived in
the Metro East area on Saturday
night, based on surveillance photos showing him at several local
businesses, including a restaurant
and bar in the Troy area.
Before the attack, Robert
and Amanda Wright were watching the Rams game at their house
on Kinder Place, a semi-rural
street in the southeast section of
Glen Carbon. Shortly after 1
p.m., Connor knocked at the
door.
"Mr. Wright sees the suspect
standing on the front porch with
his hands in his pockets," Lakin

The Alestle // 5
said. ''The suspect said his car had
broken down, and he asked to
borrow a phone to call for help."
Wright told Connor to wait
on the porch while he went for a
phone. When Wright turned his
back, Connor struck, police said.
"Mr. Wright looked over his
shoulder and observed the suspect pull a large knife from his
pocket and begin to stab [Wright]
in the back of his head," Lakin
said. ''The victim realized the situation was going downhill pretty
quickly and the fight was on to
save his life and that of his family."
As Amanda Wright came to
her husband's aid, Connor pulled

-·

out a second knife. Lakin said
Robert Wright's size - he's 6foot-4 - may have played a role
in his subduing Connor, who is 8
inches shorter.
Amanda Wright's mother
placed the 911 call. When officers
arrived, Connor was unresponsive and bleeding from a throat
wound, with Robert and Amanda
Wright holding him down.
"You'll never hear me sa);
'I've seen everything," Lakin said
Tuesday. "But this one is at the
top of my list."
Alestle News can be reached at
news@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
Follow @TheAlestle.

Mac Swartz can be reached at
mswartz@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
Follow @macswartz.

Enjoy the Ride @ our
Grand Opening
September 28th!
SALES, Giveaways, Food & Drinks
105.7 F.M. The Point will broadcast!

1530 Troy Rd
Edwardsville, IL
618-659-8706

Sporting Goods
Yoga Apparel
Bikes & Accessories
Rentals & Repairs

www.Thebikefactory.com

·---
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October 21st
November 15th
To all faculty, staff, and students:
We recently sent you an e-mail asking you to respond
to a brief survey requesting your input regarding the
upcoming SIU President selection. Your responses to
this survey are important and will be used as suggestions
for hiring a new SIU President.
If you have not already done so, please complete
the survey. Your information will be kept confidential.
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of
the Board ofTrustees, at board@siu.edu or 618/536-3357.

Sincerely,
Board ofTrustees
Southern_Illinois University

- s1ue

Join our Construction
Mana ement·Program
Director, Steve Ban
for a Q & ASESaGN
to d.-.,,;, our program
opportunffi in
coostructioo Management
This imormaf Q A -'•
allow us to share
information about the
program and lllear about
wtliatymfre lookJll1lgfor •
JOO! ~furthffjng
younr edtlaffoo~

These Q & A Sessions are
from 3:00-4 :30 P.M. and wilt

be held at Starbucks Coffee
at the Morris University Center
on the SIUE campus.
Register for these sessions online at:
sever.wustl.edu/infosession or
contact Linda KUwin at [314] 935.9245
or email at kilwinl@seas.wustl.edu for
more information.

0 facebook.com/SE~RINSTllUTE
CJ rwltter.com/@~er111stltute
JIii WUSTL Eoalneerlng
U,&,I Professional E.ducatton Group

..

,.
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Questions or comments regarding this section?
Contact Opinion Editor Ben Ostermeier at
650-3524 or oplnion@alestlelive .com.

Express your opinion 24 hours a day, seven days a week !
Polls, message boards and more at www.alestlelive.com 1
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Celebrities do not equal scientists in vaccine debate
New mothers sprouting up
lately are not just asking for
advice about childbirth or potty
training, they're starting to
question whether or not
they should vaccinate
their children.
Karen Martin
Lifestyles editor

Tammy Merrett-Murry
Alestle Program Director

Letters to the Editor Policy:
The editors, staff and
publishers of the Alestle
believe in the free exchange
of id eas, concerns a nd
o p inions and will publish as
many letters as possible .
Letters may be submitted at
the Alestle office located in
the Morris University Center,
Room 2022 or via e-mail at
opinion@alestlelive.com.
All hard copy letters should be
typed and double-spaced.
Letters should be no longer
than 500 words. Include
phone number, signature.
class rank and major.
We reserve the right to edit
letters for grammar and
content. Care will be taken to
ensure that the letter's
message is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be
printed anonymously except
under extreme circumstances.
We reserve the right
to reject letters.

About the Alestle:
One copy of the Alestle is free .
Additional copies
cost Sl each .
The Alestle is a member of the
Illinois College Press
Association, the Associated
Collegiate Press, Student Press
Law Center, College
Newspaper. Business &
Advertising Managers.
The name Alestle is an
acronym derived from the
names of the three campus
locations of Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville: Alton.
East St. Louis and
Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on
Thursdays in print and on
Tuesdays online during the fall
and spring semesters. A print
edition is a vailable
Wepnesdays during summer
semesters.
For more information,
call 618-650-3528.
For advertising, email
advertising@alesflelive.com .

Have a comment?
Let us know!
Send us an e-mail:

opinion@alestle,ive.com
The Alestle
Campus Box 1167
Edwardsville, Ill. 62026-1167

The development of the
vaccine has had a life-saving
history, and we wouldn't dare
step foot in Africa without having
an arsenal of defenses from
meningitis, yellow fever or
hepatitis. In a situation that
would allow people to travel to
countries in Africa, it would be
hypocritical to protect themselves
with preventative medicine, and
then later refuse it for their
children.
We know about vaccine's
effectiveness, yet it's as if we've
become the Israelites, delivered
by God from such tribulation,
only to lose faith after a long

period of comfort and turn to the
Golden Calf. Our nation has
grown fearless in the absence of
many viruses that once plagued
the country, and now we forget
about
the
need
for
immunizations.
From day one, vaccinations
have faced some opposition from
the public. Historically, it was for
religious reasons, but after the
man's triumph over smallpox, the
debate went nearly dormant until
recently with the issue being
brought up on talk shows and on
the Internet in the dawn of the
blogging age.
Some
of
the
recent
opposition has been spurred by
Andrew Wakesfield's fraudulent
paper published in 1998,
claiming there was a link between
the bundled Measles M umps
Rubella vaccine and autism.
According to the Center for
Disease Control website, since
the
article's
publication,
numerous
agencies
have
performed substantial research on
this subject and have found no

relationship between the cause of
autism and the MMR vaccine.
Yet, former Playboy model and
comedian Jenny McCarthy has
been fueling this pseudoscientific
debate, making appearances on
Oprah and other talk shows. Her
position of fame is influencing
many Americans in their decision
against vaccinating their children.
This could have large
repercussions in America because
many vaccinations work based on
herd immunity, which is when
the majority of a population is
immune, disrupting the infection
chain of a virus and therefore
protecting the minority in a
population who are not or cannot
be immunized.
As
populations
of
unvaccinated individuals increase,
the protection of the herd will
decrease and a virus will resume
its resilience. This has already
been the case in America where
measles outbreaks have been
reported in 2013 in small areas of
unvaccinated regions.
Our country will
be

poisoned by so-called advocates
who stand on a soapbox with no
qualifications and preach to an
uninformed audience about the
dangers of vaccines. Not only
could this jeopardize the lives of
their children, but could hurt
entire populations.
As a biology major, I can't
help but fear jumping to
conclusions, as we seem to be
doing now, could lead to the
exacerbation of a problem rather
than its resolution.
It is good for future parents
to question the safety and ethics
of medical procedures, and
through these debates people on
either side of the argument can
become more informed about the
subject.
However,
these
discussions are only useful as long
as the truth isn't buried by a
celebrity's false scientific rhetoric.
Just because Oprah endorses
someone, doesn't mean he or she
is an expert to be trusted.
Karen Morfin con be reached at
kmorfin@olestlelive.com or tSJ-3527.

Limited hours prevent student visits to new art gallery
Earlier this semester, art
professors
t hroughout
the
university asked t heir students
to experience the world of art in
the new art gallery located in the
new building, Art and
Design West.
Abbie Speiser
Photographer

However, students began to
run into a problem: Every time
they tried to get into the gallery,
the door was closed and the
lights were off. I, an art student
myself,
found
this
both
aggravating and annoying.
Last spring, SIUE officially
opened Art and Design West.
The addition included many
new features, including an art
gallery. For the ribbon cutting
ceremony, SIUE alumnus and

dis tinguished artist Gonz Jove
set his work out on display for
visitors to view. Everyone was
excited to see what would
occupy the gallery next.
Presently, there has been
one art show to enjoy this fall in
Art and Design West, running
for a little more than a month in
length. This was the exhibit
professors hoped their students
would visit and give a written
response about, but complaints
arose in the classroom from
students as they expressed their
disappointment of not being
able to get into the gallery
during its limited public hours.
The gallery is only open
from 2-5 p.m., the prime hours
of most students' classes and
study sessions. This leaves little
time for students to visit the
gallery.
Art professor Dan Holder
said, "It would be nice if the

gallery could be open all the
time so everyone could enjoy the
art, but, unfortunately, we just
don't have the staff to keep it
open all day."
I understand the problem of
not having enough paid staff,
but there ought to be other ways
of keeping the gallery open
longer. Maybe available art
students could staff the gallery
during set hours for extra credit
in their classes, or maybe it
doesn't need to be watched over
at all.
The only other art gallery
on campus is located in the
Morris University Center. The
gallery there will close soon, but
it doesn't have a gallery
attendant watching over the art
during its public hours. This
leaves me to question why a
gallery attendant is suddenly
needed in Art and Design West's
gallery.

This issue is not irrelevant
to non-art majors, the galleries
are not restricted to art students.
The public is welcome to come
view the gallery, but again, only
in that small time slot. Secluded
from main campus, most
students don't know SIUE has a
student art gallery, and those
who do don't have time to walk
to the far end of campus to view
the art. Non-art majors may
have an interest in art or want to
see their friend's work, but the
hours are making it nearly
impossible.
Students and faculty have
both expressed their dislike of
the limited gallery access and are
in agreement that this issue
should be addressed so the
gallery's full potential can be
achieved.
Abbie Speiser con be reached at
ospeiser@alest/elive.com or tSJ-3527.

Would you visit the art gallery if it was open longer?
Answer our poll at www.alestlelive.com!
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

1'H£ Wo\UKA\ '-f

Level:

fc,.z;zu.; By The Mepham Group

[!] ~

11 C±J
5 7

3

1 3
9
6 8
2 9
5
6
8
7 4
6
7
6 1
4 3
6
4
5 9
Level: [!]~

II [±]
2

8
7

5
9

16

3 8
7 4

4 3 2
4

5
1 9 7
6
1I9
3
4 2
6
9
I

8

2

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders)
contains every digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk

ACROSS
1 David Copperfield's forte
6 High-ranking Indian
1O Like the Sahara
14 Last new Olds
15 Alike, in Lourdes
16 Madcap
17 Main idea, as of an argument
20 " Pinafore"
21 Handy bags
22 Inventor Howe
23 Candy in a wrapper
24 WSW's opposite
25 Stick to a strict budget
32 Beauty parlor
33 Saying to remember
34 Tool for a lumberjack
36 Cultivate the soil
37 Car pedal
38 Needed a Band-Aid
39 Till now
40
fatale
41 Town near the tip of Cape Cod
42 To the point
45 Notes after mis
46 Contents of a cruet
47 Saltwater candy
50 Rested (against)
53 _ Beta Kappa
56 Burnout cause
59 Part of USA: Abbr.
60 Like dedicated fans
61 18th-century Swiss mathematician
62 Goes bad
63 High roller's rolls
64 Baseball 's Pee Wee
DOWN
1 Sitcom set in Korea
2 Homecoming visitor
3 Jeweler's inventory
4 401 (k) alternative, briefly
5 Have inside
6 Take a break
7 Flu-like symptoms
8 Pokes
9 T hree racing Unsers
10 Colorful garden shrub
11 Wife of a
6-Across
12 Ancient Peruvian
13 Turns blue, perhaps
18 Campus residence
19 Like someone pacing back
and forth

Sprin

2

3

4

10

5

12

13

14
17

20

34
38
41
46

62

65
68
By Bernice Gordon

23 Forehead
24Rim
25 Comical Soupy
26 Material
27 Cheese city in northeast
Italy
28 End of Rhett's sentence
that begins "Frankly, my
dear''
29 Like a newborn
30 Relative worth
31 Put forth , as effort
32 Le Carre character
35 Tokyo's former name
37 Puts money (on)
38 Songwriter Jacques
40 Wears at the edges
41 Social network for short
messages
43 Bids
44 Male offspring
47 Old Russian monarch
48 Prefix with sphere
49 Guitar ridge
50 Volcanic output

Last week's puzzle solved
~~~~~

~~~
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Gr

Jamie K. Danks....................MS
Dawn M. Freeman ...............MS
Debra A. Gacem..................MS
Rabi S.Goswami .................MS
Amanda S.Greathouse......MS

11

B

S T R I P E

51 City west of Tulsa
52 Does some sums
53Ashen
54 Hurries
55 Legal memo opener
57 Carpentry tool
58 Feel bad about

uates

Cynthia E. Grosch...............MS
Linda M. Laub......................MS
Debra K. Nolan....................MS
Veronica R. Redding...........MS
Laura R. Seay......................MS

Congratulations!
The Alestje mistakenly left out the namesof these graduatesin itsspring 2013 graduationissue.
Please accept the staff's .sincerest apologies for the error.

Questions or comments regarding this
section? Contact the Lifestyles Editor at
650-3527 or lifestyles@alestlelive.com.
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The Alestlc staff visited seven locations in
the metro east and sampled the restaurants' pizzas. We reviewed each pizza, giving a score out
of 100, which was based on crit~ria including
taste, the size of the portion compared to the
price, appetizers available, the appearance and
originality of the pizza, the pizza's greasiness,

crust and toppings, the atmosphere, customer
service at the restaurant and how long we waited
for our food.
Scores were determined by each staff member's happiness. If the pizza was too greasy, it
would get a low score in the greasiness category
because that would not make the reviewer happy.

If the wait to get the food was short, it would
get a high score in the wait category because that
would make the reviewer happy.
Price:

$$$$ = pricey $$$ = mcxicratcly pricey
$$ = not bad
$ = cheap

SCORE SHEET

P~P~ VITO
NJREOO Pill~
Papa Vito's pizza is an absolute musthave, at a very reasonable price. Set in the
heart of downtown Belleville in a historic
building, this is a comfortable friend and
family dining experience, perfect for a casual evening out.
Oh, and the building supposedly is
haunted by a few ghosts. Be sure to ask
your waiter about the lore of the old
school-marm and the carriage driver-who
never left.
We recommend the Alfredo Pizza,
one of Papa's eight signature pizzas. There

are large pieces of chicken, mushrooms,
tomato and red onion, atop a crispy crust
with alfredo sauce. Another great feature
is that you can order them in four sizes.
Also, try some of Papa Vito's signature appetizers, such as the toasted cannelloni, stuffed breadsticks or Rick's Preferred
Wmgs.
If you are tired of the same old restaurants and food and are looking for a pleasant location and ambience, look no further
than Papa Vito's.

Price:$$

ADDRESS: 315 L vJASHINGTON ST.. ~EllEVIll[
DISTANCE ffiOM rnMPUS: 35 MINUTES
TASTE:
PORTION V5. PRICE:
APPEARANCE/ORIGINAlIT~:
APPETIZERS:
GREASINESS:
THE CRUST:
TOPPINGS:

10

ATMOSPHERE:
CUSTOMER SERVICE:

10

TH[ WAIT:

10

9
7
10
10

9
10
10
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SCORE SHEET
PRICE:$
ADDRESS: 4ClU~ CENTRE COURT. EDWARDSVIllE
DISTANCE ffiOM CAMPUS: lESS THAN 10 MINUTES
TASTE:
PORTION V5. PRICE:
APPEARANCE/ORIGINAlITY:
APPETilERS:
GREASINESS:
THE CRUST:
TOPPINGS:
ATMOSPHERE:
CUSTOMER SERVICE:
THE WAIT:

10
b
B
10
10
10
9
9
10
10

If you are looking for a solid pizza,
with plenty of the usual toppings and
variations, Joe's should be on your
radar.
Crests can be ordered stuffed, thick
or gluten-free. A large two-topping
pizza seems a little on the small side as
far as larges go.
However, the taste, low grease and
sufficient toppings of mushrooms and
pepperonis more than made up for the
smaller size.
The thin crust is a good size: It
doesn't break easily, but it isn't too
chewv. It's flavor dc>esn't distract from
the rest of the pizza, and there won't be
any of it left on your plate when you're
done because you'll have eaten it all.

Joe's has 22 different toppings to
choose from. They also have plenty of
appetizers. We recommend the fried
ravioli and the garlic bread.
If you visit Joe's on a Friday night,
you'll have your pick of seating. You can
even get a good view of one of the six
TVs showing sports.
Joe's lets you set your own atmosphere. There is outdoor seating, tables,
booths and a bar.
The service is good. It wasn't oppressive, but the waitresses didn't disappear either.
Joe's is less than 10 minutes from
campus. Whether you're going for a
drink, a regular or deep-dish pizza, Joe's
is an excellent choice for students.

SCORE SHEET
PRICE: $
ADDRESS: 112 [ VANDAlIA ST .. EDWARDSVIll[
DI-STANCE ffiOM CAMPUS: MOUT10 MINUTES

SCORE: 90.5
Bacon makes everything better, but
Dewey's Pizza kicks it up another notch by
using Canadian bacon instead of ham in
their version of the Hawaiian Pizza.
While it's no Chicago deep dish, this
specialty thin cmst pizza will have you coming back for more. They start out with a
perfectly blended red sauce that is not too
light or too heavy, then add some fresh
Mozzarella cheese, pineapples and whole
slices of that oh-so-delicious Canadian
bacon.
If Hawaiian style is not your pizza of
choice, don't WOIT): Dewey's has you covered with a variety of cleverly named specialty pizzas. The Bronx Bomber, Edgar

Allan Poe and Green Lantern are some of
the fan favorites around town. You can also
choose to be adventurous and create your
own blend of toppings for that one-off pie.
Dewey's interior gives off a warm,
modem vibe with an open concept kitchen
that allows you to look through the glass
and watch the pizza masters at work. If you
sit on the side closest to the kitchen you can
be entertained throughout your meal by
watching the chefs throw pizza dough in
the air.
With a friendly and attentive staff, delicious pizza and an occasional pizza dough
throwing show, Dewey's is definitely a place
you']] want to cl1eck out for yourself

TASTE:
PORTION v~. PRICE:
APPrnRANCE/ORIGINAlITY:
APPETilERS:
GREASINESS:
THE CRUST:
TOPPINGS:
ATMOSPHERE:
CUSTOMER SERVICE:
THE WAIT:

B
B
B
7.5
10
9
10
10
10
10

I Photo via Google Maps
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SCORE SHEET
PRICE: $
ADDRESS: 921 S. AR~OR VITAE #101. EO\iJARDSVIllE
DISTANCE fROM CAMPUS: MOUT 10 MINUTES
TASTE:
PORTION vs. PRICE:
APPEARANCE/ORIGINAlIT~:
APPETilERS:
GREASINESS:
THE CRUST:
TOPPINGS:
ATMOSPHERE:
CUSTOMER SERVICE:
THE \iJAIT:

9
&

SCORE: BB

&
G
9
9
9
10
10
10

Peel Wood Fired Pizza is nestled in the
woods of Edwardsville, right down the
road from campus, and if you time it right,
they will have a seat ready for you either inside the cozy restaurant or out on the spacious patio.
While the pizzas and appetizers may
be on the pricey side, splitting your meal
with a friend will be easier on your wallet.
The selection of pizzas is widely original
and almost hard to imagine, leaving you
stumped when asked to order. Even at 1t~
busiest, Peel can get a pizza out in about 15
minutes.
We recommend the Fom1aggio pizza,
a fancier version of the classic d1eese pi7.za.
Topped with mozzarella, fontina, pam1csan, tomato sauce and fresh oregano, the

tRIO~rs

SCORE SHEET

SQU·Di"S
.

·•.·. f,

..-~,;,

( '
.~

.llll~·

".,p.m
··,····•.~ ·J;f

X
· [

When you go to a pizza place and
rder a deluxe pizza, you're probably going
get the staples: pepperoni, sausage,
m, onion, green pepper and bacon
. e variation. Go to Friday's South,
" and you get that and then some.
y description in the menu for
\, ."everything," and they were
' top.ping you could think
"t!J.e pizza in a delicious
' '"' fRfpcd with extra

~-.

flavoring is rich, spicy and smok): TI1e thin
crust, in contrast with the flavorful herbs
and cheese of tl1e pizza, makes it a perfect
balance of wood-fired Italian deliciousness.
The Formaggio pizza ventures away
from the plain cheese pizza and sci:ves you
with a mouthful of Italian zest and flavor.
Its presentation may be simple, but it's the
taste that matters, and it ,vill have you coming back for more.
The customer service is incredible. The
servers nor only strive to take care of their
own tables, but also focus on others, too.
The staff is quick and there is not a moment
where you will be ignored. TI1e scrYicc at
Peel makes you tee! even more at case in the
already con~fortably chic restaurant tucked
into tl1c Edwardwille communitr

<·

.,,

And it was so cheap! 16-inch pizzas,
any way you want them, are at a special
price on Wednesdays and Sundays, so be
sure to go on those days.
The service was great, just understaffed. There are usually only two people
working, and the place can get pretty
packed. However, the food coma you will
be left in will keep you in a state where
you're not going to complain.
For those in a rush, we suggest going
at an earlier time.

.•

.· ,;_.

PRICE:$
ADDRESS: lOG L MMN ST .. COllINSVIllE
DISTMCE fROM CAMPUS: l[SS THM 20 MINUTES

.
!•.

TASTE:
PORTION vs. PRICE:
~PPrnRMCE/ORI6INMITY:
~PPETIZERS:
GREMINESS:
THE CRUST:
TOPPINGS:
ATMOSPHERE:
CUSTOMER SERVICE:
THE \iJAIT:

10
10
B
B
9
9
10

7
7
G.5

I

Photo via Google M~ps
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SCORE SHEET
PRIC(: $$
AODR(SS: Gll £0\IJARDSVIll( ROAD, TROY
DISTANC( ffiOM CAMPUS: MOUT 20 MINUHS
TASH:
PORTION vs. PRIC(:
APP(ARANC(/ORIGINAlITY:
APPUil£RS:
GREASIN(SS:
TH( CRUST:
TOPPINGS:
ATMOSPH£R(:
WSTOM(R srnvIC(:
TH( \IJAIT:

9
B
5
7
B
7
7
7
7
7

SCORE: 72
Alfonw's Pizzeria in TI-oy offers a nice,
family-friendly environment for people to
get an above-average pizza at a reasonable
• price. The pizzeria offers multiple sizes to
suit the needs of any customer or group,
ranging from the 18-inch jumbo piz7.a to
just a single large slice. Alfonw's also offers
a variety of appetizers on its menu including buffalo wings, Italian wings, garlic
bread, Fonw bits, french fries, nacho baskets, chips and salsa, fried zucchini, toasted
ravioli, fried green beans and mozzarella

sticks.
While the pizza itself may appear to be
ordinary, the savory taste more than makes
up for what may be lacking in looks. The
pepperoni is crispy yet still full of flavor,
while the cheese is cooked to an enticing

golden-brown. The thin crust is crunchy
but not overcooked. There can be a bit too
much grease on the pizza; however, it isn't
oozing off the slices, ruining the crispy texture. Ask for more sauce when you visit;
the amount is adequate but more would be
an improvement.
The wait time for focxi will not drive
guests into a starving frenzy, usually taking
about 15 minutes, and the calm, friendly
a~osphere will enhance the dining expenence.
Alfonw's offers a spacious dining area,
which maintains enough separation between tables to keep conversations more intimate.
But the best part of Alfonzo's is their
game room that is available for everyone.

SCORE SHEET
PRIC(: $$$
AODR(SS: 121 L ~(THMTO DRIVL ~UHMTO
DISTANC( ffiOM CAMPUS: MOUT 20 MINUHS

If you're looking for a nice, quiet pizzeria, Roma's in Bethalto is a great place to stop
in to grab a bite. Almost immediately after
walking through the doors, customers will
be hit with the pleasant smell of the pizzas
cooking in the kitchen.
While Roma's does not have a unique
style of pizza per se, it has mastered the technique of creating a great-tasting pizza. The
pizza is covered with an amount of cheese
that won't allow the toppings to budge each
time you take a bite. The toppings themselves, while not very creative, are obviously
not coming from frozen meats and have

been cooked until the flavors flourish.
The dough of Roma's pizza is truly
magical. After each bite, customers will hear
the satisfying crunch of the crisp crust.
The only real downside of this restaurant is the wait time. When going for dinner,
the restaurant can be packed with customers.
Despite the long wait time for the pizza, the
waitresses are all very kind and work as a
team to make sure that all customers' requests are met.
Roma's is a locally-owned restaurant
where people can go to get an exceptional
pizza in a family-friendly environment.

TAST(:
9
7
PORTION vs. PRICE:
APPEARANCUORIGINMITY: · B
SID( OPTIONS:
G
GR(MIN(SS:
B
TH( CRUST:
5
TOPPINGS:
B
ATMOSPH£R(:
9
WSTOM(R srnVIC(:
7
TH( \IJAIT:
3

• •••
•

S~V[ ROOM fOR MOR[! NEXT COORS[. METRO [~ST DRINKS·
Photo via Google Maps
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Men's soccer·
Missouri State
Drake

6-3-1
5-4-2

SIUE

5-5

Evansville
Bradley
Central Arkansas
Loyola

7-3-1
5-4-1
4-6
3-6-1

(l-0)
(l-0)
(1-0)
(0-1)
(0-0)
(0-1)
(0-1)

Oct. 5 results

Dra ke 4, Evansville 1
SIUE 2, Central Arkansas 1 (OT)
Missouri State 2, Loyola O
Oct. 7 results

Western Illinois 4, Bradley 2
Oct. 8 results

Evansville 2, Kentucky 1
Valparaiso 0, Loyola O (20T)
Missouri State l, Belmont 0
Wisconsin 3, Drake 2
Schedule for Oct. 12

Bradley at Central Arkansas
Evansville at Loyola
SIUE at Northwestern

Missouri State at Drake
Schedule for Oct. 15

Belmont at Bradley
SIUE at South Florlda

Drake at Green Bay
Oral Ro berts at Missouri State
Schedule for Oct. 16

Loyola at Denve r
Cent ral Arkansas at Memphis

SIUE

Belmont
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
Jacksonville State

Softball's fall record raises expectations
BEN LEVIN

Women's soccer
Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay
Southeast Missouri
UT Martin
Morehead State

The SIUE softball team Is getting used to two freshmen and a sophomore behind home plate after senior catcher Samantha Stanlcek graduated after last
season. Despite a 7-1 record this fall, Head Coach Sandy Montgomery said the Cougars have plenty to work on before the spring season starts: 'We focus
on getting to know the system and establishing the culture that we work off of...'
I Alestle file photo

Alestle Reporter
4-9
8-1-2
4-4-2
4-7-1
3-8-1
7-3-3
3-6-2
2-9-1
4-6-1
3-10
4-8-1

(4-0)
(3-0-1)
(2-0-1)
(2-1)
(2-1)
(1-2-1)
(1-2-1)
(l-2)
(1-3)
(l-3)
(0-4)

Oct. 4 results

Eastern Illinois 1, Morehead State O
Austin Peay 5, Tennessee Tech 0
Belmont 3, Murray State 2
UT Martin 3, Jacksonville State 1
SIUE 2, Eastern Kentucky 1

Southeast Missouri 2, Lindenwood O
Oct. 6 results

Southeast Missouri 2, Jax State O
Morehead State 1, SIUE 0

Eastern Illinois 1, Eastern Kentucky O
Murray State 3, Tennessee Tech 0
Austin Peay 3, Belmont 1
Schedule for Oct. 11

The SIDE softball team
wrapped up its fall schedule this
past weekend with two victories,
giving the team an overall record of
7-1.
Head
Coach
Sandy
Montgomery said she was pleased
with how her team competed.
"I was pretty happy,"
Montgomery said. "We've got
seven new players and a new
coaching staff as well, so for us to
finish up 7-1 and end up beating
Carbondale [Oct. 6], I felt like we

made a lot of progress throughout
the practice times. I certainly like
what we see."
Although it was nice to see a
good record from the Cougars,
Montgomery said the fall season is
a time for the team to gel and see
what it needs to work on before the
start of the spring season in
February.
"We focus on getting to know
the system and establishing the
culture that we work off of, which
is playing hard and working hard
and continuing to get better,"
Montgomery said. "Everyone is
talented, so it's just a matter of

putting everything in place and
executing and getting everything in
place so that we are ready to hit the
ground running in February. It's
tough to practice in the winter, so
it is important that we get
everything involved with our team
ready from a teclmical standpoint
and strategy standpoint here in the
fall."
Montgomery said one of the
most important things that the
team had to work on in the fall was
getting all of the new players or
new starters into a place where they
can succeed.
'We've got a brand-new

BEN LEVIN

SIUE at Murray State

Alestle Reporter

SIUE

at Austin Peay

Tennessee Tech at Jax State
Eastern Illinois at Murray State

SIUE Athletics
Upcoming events
Oct. 11
Oct. 11
Oct. 12
Oct. 12
Oct. 13
Oct. 14

WSOC at Murray St. 3 p.m.
VOL at E. Kentucky 6 p.m.
VOL at M'head St. 1 p.m.
MSOC at N'west. 7:30 p.m.
WSOC at Austin P. 2 p.m.
MGLF at Kansas City Bill
Ross Intercollegiate 8 a.m.
Oct. 14 WGLF at Austin Peay
- Intercollegiate
8 a.m.

SOFTBALL

I pg . 14

Cross-country excels at
John Flamer Invitational

Southeast Missouri at E, Kentucky
Jacksonville State at Belmont
UT Martin at Morehead State
Eastern Illinois at Austin Peay
Schedule for Oct. 13
UT Martin at Eastern Kentucky
Southeast Missouri at Morehead St.

catching staff We lost a senior last
year, San1antha Stanicek, who was
a great leader for our program, so
we have to keep working hard with
them," Montgomery said. 'We
have two freshmen and a
sophomore behind the plate for us,
so that is going to be an area where
there will be a very competitive
situation for playing time. We've
got a freshman playing second
base. We just need to keep getting
stronger and better on e\·erything
wedo."

SIDE men's and women's
cross-country ran its last home
meets of the year this past
weekend at the 2013 SIDE John
Flamer Invite, where it was a
successful day for both teams.
The men's team finished in
first place out of six teams and the
women's team tied for second
place out of seven teams.
Head
Coach
Eileen
McAllister said she enjoyed the
turnout for the meet, but liked the
success of her team even more.
McAllister said she was pleased
that the hard work put in during
the summer showed in the results.
"[The team] put in the work
over the summer, and they put in
the work when they were back at
school," McAllister said. "The
meet showed our progress. We're
still not where we want to be, but
they are definitely showing
progress."
For the women, senior Claire
~ophomore Conradette King runs during the John Flamer Invite. She
Brown, running in her last home
finished eighth ov~rall among wo~en, and second for SIUE, with a time of
meet, finished in first place 23:47.44.
I Photo by Ryu Sindberg/Aiestle something she had never done

before. Brown's time of22:44.31
was a personal best for her, and
she was elated to get her first
overall victory.
"It was awesome," Brown
said. "Obviously, that's something
that you want to do, but to say
you did it in college is just
awesome to say. Knowing that all
the hard work you put in finally
paid off, it's just feels really good."
Brown, who also runs track
and field in the spring, said the
realization that the meet would be
her last home cross-country meet
did not affect her until the week
of the race.
"I wasn't thinking about it
much," Brown said. "Then the
week of the meet came and I was
like, 'Oh man, this is my last
home cross-country meet ever.'
On the day of the meet, I didn't
think I was that sad about it, but
then I left my house to go to the
meet and realized, 'This is really
sad."'
Although the meet was the
last cross-country race she would
run in Edwardsville, Brown said
XC

I pg.1 4
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Blues, Blackhawks rivalry readyfor national exposure
JEREMY RUTHERFORD
St. Louis Post-Dispatch

Blues captain David Backes
starts in front of his own net.
Blackhawks captain Jonathan
Toews begins in front of his. The
two dart to center ice, where they
stop and engage in a stare down.
A series that has seen more
than 300 matchups is in the
national spotlight tonight, with
the TV promo featuring Backes
and Toews setting the stage for
NBC
Sports
Network's
"Wednesday Night Rivalry"
game at 7 at Scottrade Center.
As tech-savvy fans might
have surmised , the captains
weren't really on the ice together
fo r the shoot . The footage was
filmed separately several weeks
ago, while the two players were
in New York.
"That's the magic of video,"
Backes said.
Backes and Toews were
pasted together in the editing
room but when their clubs meet
for the first time in the 2013 -14
season, they along with their
teammates will be pasted
together on the rink outside their
respective locker rooms.
The Blackhawks won their
second Stanley Cup in four years
in 2012-13, and after a couple of
seasons in which the Blues
believed they were closing the
gap, the time finally might be
here. At the very least, they will
have a barometer of where they
stand.
"I think what creates the
rivalry is they have the Cup and
everybody wants a piece of it,"
Blues coach Ken Hitchcock said.
"They're a measuring stick for
everybody that plays them ...
"You want information for
your team. As a coach, the
quicker you can get information,
the more it helps. Sometimes it
hurts getting lulled into a sense
of security. We haven't played
somebody that's won before."
The Blues have won their
first two games, over Florida and

''

The St. Louis Blues' Vladimir Sobotka, left, and the Nashville Predators' Craig Smith collide in the second period at Scottrade Center In St. Louis on

I

Thursday, Oct. 3. The Blues won 4-2.

Division title, Blackhawks coach
Joel Quenneville realizes his
former team remains on the heels
of his current club. ·
''The last two or three years,
they've been as good as anybody
over the regular season,"
Quenneville said. "They've got a
lot of good things about their
team that make them successful.
We find when we go in there we
have to be all committed to
playing that type of game with
everybody contributing."
Chicago, which has opened
the season 1-0-1 with a win over

we

i) you.

Ken Hitchcock
St. Louis Blues coach

Washington and a shootout loss
to Tampa Bay, is aware of the
Blues' early momentum.
"They've had a good start to
the season," Blackhawks forward
Patrick Kane said. "It's a tough
building to play in and I'm sure
it's a game they'll be really excited
for, especially knowing what we
did last year. And they're
probably looking at us as the
team they want to beat in our
division."
Perhaps no one on the
outside is as close to the matchup
as Jamal Mayers, who spent 10
years in a Blues uniform before
landing in Chicago.
He played two seasons with
the 'Hawks, putting his name on
the Stanley Cup in 2012-13.
With plans to make his
retirement
official
soon,
BLUES

I pg.15

do you i:f us?
facebook.com/alestlelive

I think what creates the rivalry is
[the Blackhawks] have the Cup
and everybody wants a piece of it.

Nashville, by a combined score of
11-2. But several players said this
week with all due respect to those
clubs,
they're
not
the
Blackhawks.
"It's going to be a totally
different game," Blues forward
Vladimir Sobotka said. "We've
got to be prepared for it. It's not
going to be easy, we all know
that. We've got to work harder
than we did [in Saturday's 7-0
win over Florida]."
The 'Hawks ran away with
the Central Division title last
season, finishing 17 points ahead
of the second-place Blues. They
proved their mettle once again in
the postseason, battling past
Boston in a successful six-game
Stanley Cup series.
But it's a new season, with
newly realigned divisions, and
with the Blues and Chicago
projected to play for the Central

Photo by Christian Gooden/ St. Louis Post-Dispatc h (MCT)
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she did not feel any extra
motivation to win the race
because she always wants to go
out and win.
"I always push myself no
matter what, but each race this
year I've had these mental
breakthroughs,
which
is
extremely important in crosscountry," Brown said. "This race
I feel was my best race, both
physically and mentally. I pushed
myself so that I literally had
nothing left. I don't really
remember the last 200 meters of
the race, but as soon as I was
done, I knew I had nothing left."
McAllister said what she will
miss most about Brown is her
ability to be a good leader for her
young team.
"She's made a huge impact,"
Mc~ster said. "Leadership wise,
she s very vocal. She's a leader
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through her actions as well. She
contributes a lot through her
energy. She's been a mother
figure. We don't have a ton of
upperclassmen, so she has taken
that responsibility and made sure
that the other athletes know what
they are supposed to be doing and
when they are supposed to be
doing it."
Also running in her last meet
for the women was senior Renee
Goodenough, who finished 18th
out of the 59 runners, and was
the 3rd SIUE runner to cross the
finish line. The second Cougar to
finish was sophomore Conradette
King, who ran a personal best
23:47.44.
For the men, who won for
the first time this year, sophomore
~ick Moore led the team, coming
m second place with a time of
25:45.72.
McAllister said she believed
that Moore could have won the

race, but pushed himself a little
too early before the finish line.
''Nick literally got out-kicked
at the end," Brown said. "He
went a little too hard too early. He
started his kick too soon and
wasn't able to maintain and hold
off the other runner. If they raced
head-to-head, they would go back
and forth. Nick would win some
o~ them and the other guy would
wm some. Overall, I thought he
competed well."
Also finishing in the top 10
for the men were sophomores
Clint Kliem and Scott Woodard
and freshman Keith Meyer, who
ran a personal best of 26:38.46.
Both teams' next meet is not
until Friday Oct. 18, at Bradley to
run in the "Pink" Classic. The
women race at 4:25 p.m., and the
men will run at 5:05 p.m.
Ben Levin can be reached at
blevin@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.

Softball ls looking forward to the spring season after finishing the fall 7- 1.
Head Coach Sandy Montgomery said Junior Alex McDavld and sophomore
Haley Chambers are Important to the team.
I Alestle tile photo

SOFTBALL

CAMPUS RECREATION

BADMINTON
TOURNAMENT
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One of the players pitching to
the new catchers is last year's Ohio
Valley Conference Freshman of the
Year and an All-OVC First Tean1
Pitcher
Haley
Chambers.
Chambers said it took some time
for her and the catchers to come
toge~er, but she believes they are
starung to understand how to
work well with each other.
''It was hard at first because we
were so used to having such an
advanced catcher," Chambers said.
"[Stanicek] was a senior last year,
so she basically taught me
everything with how to pitch at the
college level. It was different not
having someone behind there like
that, but I have Andi [DimmigPotts, sophomore], and she does a
really good job back there. It was
hard to grasp all of the information
but I think we did pretty well." '
Chambers said, as last year's
Freshman of the Year, she feels
some pressure to step up and be a
leader on the team. While she said
she does not think she is a great
leader yet, Chambers said she is
starting to ease into the role.
''It's hard to take on the role
[of a team leader]. It's asking a lot,"
Chambers said. ''I'm trying to be a
leader because I know that I'm a

sophomore, and it's completely
different. I didn't talk much as a
freshman, so I'm doing my best to
step up and be more of a leader. I'm
~tepping into it and trying to get
mto that role."
~other important player
returnmg to the team this year is
~ast_year's OVC Player of the Year,
iuruor
Alex
McDavid.
Montgomery said she believes both
Chambers and McDavid set
examples for other players on the
team.
''They both really lead by
example," Montgomery said.
''Neither one of them are really
vocal. I think they will develop into
that as they get older. [McDavid] is
a player. She can just flat swing it.
She's someone you can count on.
She's a hard worker and a great
student and a great person."
Montgomery said after the fall
season, they have the same goals
they have every year.
''We want to win the
conference championship and
make the NCAA tournament. That
doesn't change from year to year,"
Montgomery said. ''We started
focusing on that day one of practice
this fall. That is definitely our goal."
Ben Levin can be reached at
blevin@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
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10/11 - 2PM
imleogues.com

· SIUE vs. WHEATON
AT THE EAST AL TON ICE ARENA

10/11
10:4SPM
10/12
4: 15PM

The Alestle wants to send you to see world-renowned
Irish -American fiddler .,_____
for free!

/VERS

She has been called the ·. er,,:, lknd;·:\ ,,, ,><>ti:,·
so you don't want to miss it!

Follow the Alestle on Facebook and Twitter to find out
hmv you can win tickets to her s ,,., . , '. performance
on campus.
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"Jammer'' has returned to St.
Louis and now works as an
analyst on the NHL Network
and as a co-host of a local hockey
show.
Mayers
admitted
the
Blackhawks might have bigger
rivals in Vancouver and Detroit
because of the recent playoff
history, but the 'Hawks have
noted the Blues' progress.
"There's
no
question,"
Mayers said. "Any time you
played against the Blues for the
last several years, you knew it
was going to be a man's game.
They play in your face and
they're physical. I know that's
what was discussed in the locker
room before games ... you knew
that you were going to have to
put your hard hat on and it
wasn't going to be easy."
Despite scoring 11 goals in
their first two games, the Blues
insist they must play the same
style that has kept them
respectable against Chicago.
While the 'Hawks have won two
Cups in the last fours years, the
Blues are 8-11-4 against them in
that span.

www.alestlellve.com
"I don't think we should
change anything," Sobotka said.
"Just play hard, forecheck hard
and try to get the pucks from
their skill guys."
Blues forward T.J. Oshie said
the
Blues
have
to
be
"themselves."
"Obviously we've got to be
careful about who we're playing,"
Oshie said. "There's different
teams that have different
strengths. Last year,
[the
Blackhawks] were the best in the
league. It'll be a good test for us .
and we're looking forward to it."
The Blues aren't backing
down. And neither are the
'Hawks .
"We're a confident group,
they're a confident group, so
we'll see where this ends up at
the end of the night," Hitchcock
said.
Unlike the TV promo, it
won't be a stare-down. That was
just the network's way of setting
the stage.
"But they did a pretty good
job if you ask me," Backes said .
"I think they dialed it right in."
Alest/e Sports can be reached at
sports@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
Follow @TheAlestleSport.

On Saturday, Oct. 12, SillE
will host 'Sharon's Ride. Run.
Swim. Walk Triathlon for Epilepsy:'
The triathlon is held in honor
of Sharon Rosenfeld, a nurse who
died during a cross-country bicycle
ride in 1993.
The money raised will go to the
Epilepsy Foundation of Greater
Southern Illinois.
The public may sign up to
participate through Thursday, Oct.
10. Online registration can be done
at efgreatersil.org.
Participants taking part in the
full triathlon will pay $30, and
anyone in one or two events will pay
$20.
There are five age groups for
both men and women: 15-25, 2635, 36-45, 46-55 and 55 and over.
The best overall male and female
times will be given plaques, while
the age group leaders will receive
medals.
Registration takes place at 6:30
a.m. Saturday in Parking Lot F, rain
or shine. The triathlon will begin at
7:30 a.m. with a 300-yard swim in
the pool in the Student Fitness
Center.
Following the swim, a 20-mile
bicycle ride will begin at 8:30 a.m.
The last leg of the triathlon, a SK
run, starts at 10 a.m.
Following the run, a one-mile
walk will start at 11 a.m.
So far this year, 'Sharon's Ride.
Run. Swim. Walk Triathlon for
Epilepsy' has been held in
Honolulu, San Diego and West
Haven, Conn. After the event in
Edwardsville, it will be held in
Alabama and New York.
For more information, contact
Jan Conder of the Epilepsy
Foundation of Greater Southern
Illinois at 618-236-2181, extension

we' re looking for you.
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2477 S. ST. RTE. 157
EDWARDSVILLE

(618) 307-9020
WWW.EDISOHSFUH.COM

entertainment complex
..

110,
or
email
her
jan.epilepsy@gmail.com
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BOWLING, LASER TAG, OR ARCADE!
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AVAILABLE MONDAYS 7PM•CLOSE

BEVERAGE PURCHASE PER GUEST REQUIRED I LIMIT t BASKET PER TABLE
EXPIRES 11·24·13 I PROMO CODE: ALST·t
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S2 BURGERS! S2 HOT DOGS! S2 FRIES!
AVAILABLE MOKDAYS 4PM-Ct.OSE

Triathlon for Epilepsy Foundation
comes to campus, "Pick Your Seat
Night" track and field teams name
captains for 2013-14 seasons
Triathlon for Epilepsy

want to write for an award-winning
student newspaper?

I

Cougar briefs:
ALESTLE STAFF REPORT
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Season tickets for basketball

SIUE Athletics will hold its
annual "Pick Your Seat Night" at 6
p.m. Thursday, Oct. 10.
Fans who want to have season
tickets to men's and women's
basketball home games in 2013-14
can go to the Vadalabene Center and
choose their seats.
Schools such as Saint Louis,
Austin Peay, Murray State,
Southeast Missouri, Belmont and
Eastern Illinois will be playing at the
Vadalabene Center this upcoming
season.
Coaches from both the men's
and women's teams will be on hand
to greet fans.
For more information, call the
SIUE Ticket Office at 855-SillETIX.

The Honda Graduate Program is available for new Honda motorcycles,
scooters and off-road vehicles and used Honda motorcycles.

Track and field captains

After cross-country's John
Flamer Invite on campus this past
week, the SillE track and field
te~ revealed their captains for the
commg season.
Four captains total were
announced, with two for each team.
Three of the captains are returning
to the role for the second season in
a row: junior Braxton Klavins for
the men and seniors Claire Brown
and Hilary Conrad for the women.
The other men's captain will be
senior Josh Thomas, who will be
captain for the first time in his career.
The captains were voted upon
by the men's and women's teams.
Candidates for captaincy spoke to
their teammates and coaches about
why they would make a good
captain.
Ales/le Sports can be reached at
sports@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
Follow @TheA/estleSport.

618-233-2035

2100 N. Belt West
Belleville, IL 62226
www .bellevillehonda.com

Ill

Motorcycles
Motorscooters
ATV's&MUV's
Parts & Accessories

TM MDTDRSPDRTS INC.

I
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CLASSIFIEDS
GIVE YOU MORE!
Place your classified ad at a
time convenient for you using
our easy, secure online interface
at alestlelive.com/classifieds

FOR RENT
Two Bedroom, 1 1/2 bath; washerdryer hook up; no pets; $750 per
month, $800 with garage.
Call (618)692-1745 or
(618)978-2867.

HELP WANTED

By noon Friday for Tuesday issue
or noon Monday for Thursday issue
Having trouble?Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com

Work Should Be FUN. Seriously.
Flexible Schedules.
Customer sales/service.
Internships available.
Al l ages 17+/cond. app ly.
(618) 223-61 84

Alestle Office Hours:
MUC 2022

MISCELLANEOUS

Deadlines:

8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

Thursdar.Oc10ber10, 2013

Loving , child less couple wishes to
adopt.
1-888-492-597 4
barakandchristy@gmail.com

CABALL
COMMITTEE
MEETING

f or
CHECK O UT

alestlelive.com/classifieds
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"SPANNING FIVE DECADESb

2472 Troy Road
Edwardsville, IL 62025
618-692-0070
9-8 M-F 9-5 Sat 12-5 Sun

11 4 S. Poplar St.
Centralia, IL 62801
618-532- 2453
9-6 Tues-Fn 9-5 Sat

THECYCLERS.COM
TREK - GIANT - CANNONOALE - ELECTRA
MIRRACO - SCHWINN - HARO - GT - FIT - EASTERN
SALES - SERVICE - PARTS - TRAINED MECHANICS

146 NORlll MAil'i snuzr, U>WARDSVD..IZ, IL, 62025

618-659-8688
I

ORDER OUR f'AMOUS CHICKEN STRIPS NEW PAR1Y .

YOU "
CAN
ALWAYS

COUNT ON
FIONA'S
DELICIOUS
FRENCH TOAST

MlW..S

VARIETY OF WRAPS
SANDW[CHES AND
DINNERS

FIONA'SIS WIim SIUE EATSt

